Teen

Fireborne

Don't Call the Wolf

by Rosaria Munda

by Aleksandra Ross

YF Munda
When a brutal revolution opens
dragonrider classes to everyone, two
orphans from very different
backgrounds become rising stars in a
new regime that is challenged by
violent survivors of the
former government.

YF Ross
A queen hopelessly battles the
monsters that have descended on
her forest before agreeing to help a
lone surviving dragon slayer in
exchange for his services.

There Will Come a
Darkness
by Katy Rose Pool
YF Pool
A century after their land’s
protective Seven Prophets
disappear, five very different
individuals are intertwined in a
prophecy that says one of them will
save or destroy the world.

Songs from the Deep
by Kelly Powell
YF Powell
Violinist Moira Alexander joins with
an old friend, Jude Osric, in seeking
a killer after the sirens who live near
their island are falsely accused
of murder.

Ashlords
by Scott Reintgen
YF Reintgen
Follows alchemists Imelda, Adrian,
and Pippa as they reach for their
dreams of glory riding phoenix
horses at The Races, the modern
spectacle that has replaced warfare
within their empire.

Fantasy

The Midnight Lie
by Marie Rutkoski
YF Rutkoski
Nirrim endures a grim life as a Half
Caste until she encounters Sid, a
traveler from far away who whispers
rumors that the High Caste possess
magic and tempts Nirrim to seek
that magic for herself.

Four Dead Queens
by Astrid Scholte
YF Scholte
Working as a pickpocket, Keralie
intercepts orders for the queen's
assassination and teams up with a
new friend to uncover the killer.

Graphic Novel

Hidden worlds, magical creatures,
and epic battles of good vs. evil

A Thief Among the Trees
by Nicole Andelfinger
YGN Ember
Elias, Helene and Tavi are in training
to become elite military recruits for
the Martial Empire. They're sent on a
dangerous mission to steal a heavilyguarded poison but they soon find
themselves up against surprising
enemies.
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Fiction
The Beautiful
by Renée Ahdieh
YF Ahdieh
A dressmaker is welcomed into the
glitzy underworld of 19th-century
New Orleans before her prospects
are upended by a pair of murders
and a feud involving the city’s
ruling vampires.

Seven Deadly Shadows
by Courtney Alameda
YF Alameda
Kira Fujikawa has never had it easy.
She can see yokai, the ghosts and
demons that haunt Kyoto. She learns
that the demon king will rise at the
next blood moon to hunt down an
ancient relic and bring the world to
an end.

The Gilded Wolves
by Roshani Chokshi
YF Chokshi
In the wake of the Exposition
Universelle in 1889 Paris, a wealthy
hotelier and treasure hunter is
tapped to lead an elite team on a
quest to track down an ancient
artifact. What they find might
change the world, but only if they
can stay alive.

The Queen's Assassin

Havenfall

by Melissa De la Cruz

by Sara Holland

YF De La Cruz
A royal assassin and a secret magical
apprentice team up to reclaim their
land’s stolen magic from an
adversarial sect only to confront
dangerous lies that bring everything
they believe into question.

YF Holland
Seeking solace from her
complicated life in a Colorado inn
that is an unrecognized gateway to
other dimensions, Maddie is
embroiled in a murder that
implicates her crush and reveals
terrifying otherworldly dangers.

Diamond City
by Francesca Flores

Thorn

YF Flores
Trained as a highly skilled assassin,
a young woman from a magical
kingdom of immigrants is forced to
betray her mentor to establish her
career by targeting a wealthy
industrialist in support of a
mysterious conspiracy.

YF Khanani
A princess is robbed of her identity
by a mysterious sorceress before a
threat against her betrothed
prince compels her to make a
dangerous choice.

All the Stars and Teeth
by Adalyn Grace
YF Grace
Raised in the arts of royal magic as
heir to the throne of her island
kingdom, Amora Montara is forced
to flee in the wake of a spell gone
wrong and teams up with a
mysterious pirate to prove her
worthiness to rule.

Deeplight
by Frances Hardinge

Wicked As You Wish
by Rin Chupeco
YF Chupeco
Exiled in Arizona far from the
magical kingdom of Avalon, a prince
hides his true identity while working
with a secretive spell breaker and a
ragtag band of friends to prepare for
a world-changing showdown.

YF Hardinge
Discovering the still-beating heart of
a formidable deity believed long
dead, Hark races to keep the
dangerous object out of the hands of
smugglers, scientists, and cult
fanatics in the hope of saving a best
friend’s life.

by Intisar Khanani

Black Wings Beating
by Alex London
YF London
As war approaches, twins Kylee and
Bryson must fight fight for survivalKylee by rejecting her ancient gifts
for falconry and Brysen by striving to
find greatness.

We Unleash the Merciless
Storm
by Tehlor Kay Mejia
YF Mejia
Carmen is forced to choose between
the girl she loves and the success of a
rebellion that has escalated to the
point of civil war.

